The

Aircraft
here were only six aircraft that can be
considered as the official “mounts” of the
RCAF/CAF Red Knight. Of these, four were
Canadair T-33 Silver Stars and two were Canadair
CL-41 Tutors. The Silver Stars, or “T-Birds” as they
were commonly known as, carried tail numbers 21057,
21574, 21620 and 21630, while the Tutors were 26153
and 26154.1

T
To dream of an aircraft is nothing.
To build an aircraft is something.
But, to fly an aircraft is everything.
Author unknown

There were two other aircraft that could also be linked
to the program. One of these was T-33 21201. It was the
aircraft used by Bob Hallowell to back-up Roy
Windover during Air Force Day at RCAF Stn
Rockcliffe (Ottawa) on June 6th 1958. However, this
aircraft was in the standard markings of the day and
was selected at random from the flight line at RCAF
Stn Trenton. The other aircraft that merits some
mention is Silver Star 21592. According to Dan
Dempsey: “While in the Bahamas, O.B. [Philp]
thought it would be a wonderful thing if his young Red
Knight [Rod Ellis,] were to put on a solo show for the
tourists in Freeport. Since there was not a Red Knight
aircraft with the entourage at the time, Ellis used S/L
Lloyd Hubbard’s T-33 (21592) which was painted in
Golden Centennaires colours to put on public displays
on November 11th and 12th 1967. Although “unofficial,”
these were the only “Red Knight” shows ever flown in
Golden Centennaires colours.”2 The Red Knight
revivals in the United States have seen two other
aircraft painted all over in brilliant red. Both of these
were former RCAF Canadair Silver Stars. These
aircraft carried tail numbers 21098 and 21273.
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It is interesting to note that any aircraft selected to replace a Red Knight
aircraft that was destroyed in a crash suffered the same fate. When Silver Star
21057 crashed at Gimli, Man, in 1963, it was replaced by Silver Star 21620.
Silver Star 21620 was lost in 1968 at Portage la Prairie. It was replaced by
Tutor 26154, which crashed and burned at Moose Jaw in 1969. On the other
hand, aircraft that replaced “spare” Red Knight aircraft survive to this day.
Silver Star 21574 is in the Canada Aviation Museum in Ottawa. Silver Star
21630, select as a replacement for 21574, is a gate guardian at the Air Force
Association of Canada’s 602 (Lynx) Wing in Saskatoon, and Tutor 26153 is
on display at CFB Borden, Ont.

Silver Star 21057 (1958-63)
s/o/s August 27 , 1963
th
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Silver Star 21057 was the original mount of the Red
Knight. The aircraft was manufactured in 1953.
By 1957, it had made its way to RCAF Stn Trenton.
It was assigned to the Central Flying School.
According to Jack Waters, this was the aircraft that
U.S. Air Force exchange pilot Charlie Rose used for
his solo aerobatics display at the CIAS in 1957. On
that occasion, it was painted chrome yellow. When
Roy Windover began practising for a similar display
in 1958, maintenance personnel at Trenton decided to
assign him one aircraft, to limit damage due to
overstresses. This aircraft was Silver Star 21057. The
aircraft was painted all over in day-glo red for its
appearance at the 1958 CIAS. In fact, this aircraft
appeared in all three of the T-33 Red Knight colour
schemes. Silver Star 21057 was used in Red Knight
aerobatic displays from 1958 to 1963 and was flown
by Roy Windover, Bob Hallowell, Ray Goeres, Dave
Barker, Bill Fraser, Bud Morin and Wayne
MacLellan. The aircraft was destroyed in the crash
that took the life of Bud Morin at RCAF Stn Gimli on
August 22nd 1963.
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T-33 21057 moved to
Saskatoon with CFS and
Bob Hallowell took over
as the Red Knight pilot.
The paint scheme
remained much the same
for the remainder of 1959
and 1960 with the
noticeable addition of a
Knight's helmet on the
nose of the aircraft.
(DND PCN 2268)

DND PC 3137
F/L
Roy Windover takes his
freshly painted T-33, S/N
21057, through a loop for
RCAF photographer Cpl
George Hardy prior to his
appearance at the 1958
CIAS. (For this occasion
the standard markings of
the day were masked
over and the aircraft was
painted all over in dayglo florescent red paint.)

DND
In 1959, Roy
Windover received a
request from the CAS to
revive his Red Knight
display. In this photo he
poses beside T-33 21057
in its new paint scheme.
This time the standard
marking of the day have
been applied on top of
the day-glo paint.
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Red Knight Ray Goeres
flying T-33 21057.
Introduced prior to the
1961 air show season,
this new colour scheme
would become the
standard for Red Knight
T-33s until the aircraft
was replaced by the
Canadair Tutor in 1968.
(DND PCN 3364)

A classic photograph of
T-33 21057, with Dave
Barker at the controls,
taken during the 1962
season. The most
notable difference in the
markings from the
previous year was the
font of the aircraft
number on the tail.
(DND PCN 4122)
This photograph of T-33
21057, which appears to
have been taken in 1962,
has been autographed by
1963 Red Knight Bud
Morin. Morin was killed
while performing as the
Red Knight at RCAF Stn
Gimli, Man, in August of
1963. (DND PL 78184)
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Silver Star 21574 (1960-64)
Presented to museum, January 11 , 1965;
s/o/s February 25th, 19694
Location: Canada Aviation Museum, Ottawa,
(1965 to Present)
th

Silver Star 21574 was delivered to the RCAF on
December 13th 1956. It spent two years at Macdonald,
Man, before being dispatched to RCAF Stn
Saskatoon, Sask. The aircraft was received on May
12th, 1959 for use at No. 1 Advanced Flying School.
Bob Hallowell, in need of a spare aircraft for the 1961
Red Knight air show season, selected Silver Star
21574 from the flight line at Saskatoon.
In 1961, when the Red Knight program moved to
RCAF Stn Portage la Prairie, an alternate Red Knight
pilot and crew chief were added to the team. From
that point until late August 1963, Silver Star 21574
was primarily used by the Red Knight alternate pilots.
This aircraft became the sole Red Knight aircraft
from August 22nd to September 18th, 1963 after Silver
Star 21057 was destroyed at Gimli, Man. In 1964, the
aircraft was assigned to alternate Red Knight “Tex”
Deagnon. After the aircraft had been painted for the

new season, it was sent to 6 Repair Depot in Trenton
for an asymmetric check. Silver Star 21574 was
found to be out-of-tolerance and unfit to fly. It was
struck-off-strength (SOS) by the RCAF and given to
the National Aviation Museum (NAM) for display in
their World War II era hangars at Rockcliffe. The
aircraft was on display there for several years. When
the collection was moved to a new facility, on the
other side of the former RCAF station, there wasn’t
enough room to display all the aircraft. As a result,
Silver Star 21574 remained in the storage area, out of
sight from the general public. Special permission was
required to view the aircraft, except each year on
Canada Day when it was towed outside the museum
for public display. With the addition of a second
building at the museum, (now known as the Canada
Aviation Museum (CAM), this original Red Knight
T-Bird is once again on public display for all to see.
Since the aircraft was freshly painted when it arrived
at the museum in 1964 and because it has been stored
inside ever since, it is the only true example of the
original day-glo red colour scheme.

A spare aircraft was
added for the 1961
season. In this
photograph, T-33 21574,
flown by Alternate Red
Knight Dave Barker, can
be seen flying slightly
behind and below T-33
21057, the primary Red
Knight aircraft with Ray
Goeres at the controls.
(DND PCN 3369)
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Red Knight T-33 21574
as it appeared during the
1963 season. The most
notable differences from
the previous year are
the black top on the tail
fin and the addition of
battery vents in the nose.
(Bill Upton)
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Red Knight T-33 21574 photographed approaching the top of a
loop during a 1962 photo session. (DND PCN 4573)
Red Knight T-33 21574 on display in one of three WWII hangars
that housed the NAvM's historic collection from 1964 to 1987.
(David Smart)
During a 1994 trip to Ontario, Bob Hallowell visited the NAvM in
Ottawa where he was reunited with the aircraft he selected for
his spare 31 years early. T-33 21574 was hidden away in the
Museum's storage area at the time of Hallowell's visit. (Note: The
NAvM has since changed its name to the Canadian Aviation
Museum (CAvM). (Bob & Joyce Hallowell)
When the CAvM added a second building to house restoration
projects and items in storage it opened up additional display
space in the main building. Red Knight T-33 21574 is once again
on prominent display so visitors can see the only true example
of a Red Knight T-bird in its original day-glo red paint.
(John Corrigan)
After being refinished for the 1964 season, structural flaws were
discovered during an inspection which resulted in Red Knight T-33
21574 being permanently grounded. In this photo the aircraft is
shown at RCAF Stn Rockcliffe shortly after being donated to the
National Aviation Museum (NAvM) in Ottawa. (NAvM 11975)
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Silver Star 21620 (1963-68)
s/o/s June 7th, 19685
One of the last 50 T-33s to be manufactured by
Canadair, Silver Star 21620 was undergoing
modifications at Northwest Industries (NWI) in
Edmonton when Bud Morin was killed at Gimli. A
request was sent to NWI and the aircraft was
refinished in Red Knight colours. It arrived at CFB
Portage on September 18th 1963 and appeared once
before the end of the season. Silver Star 21620 was
used in Red Knight aerobatic displays from 1963 to
1968 and was flown by Bill Slaughter, Terry Hallett,

Red Knight T-33 21620 shortly after its arrival in Portage la
Prairie in the fall of 1963. This aircraft replaced 21057 after
Bud Morin's fatal accident in August of that same year.
(DND PCN 4811)

Jake Reilly, Rod Ellis, Dave Curran and John Reid.
On May 21st 1968, the alternate Red Knight, Capt
John A. Reid, was fatally injured when he failed to
complete a looping manoeuvre and crashed on the
aerodrome at CFB Portage. Silver Star 21620 was
completely destroyed in the accident.
_____________________________________________________________
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An in-flight close-up of
Red Knight T-33 21620,
with Terry Hallett at the
controls, taken during
the 1966 season. By this
time the Maple Leaf had
replaced the Red Ensign
on the tail of the aircraft
and the hood, that
was used to instrument
flight training, had been
removed from the rear
cockpit. (DND 66-031-7)
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Red Knight T-33 21620
parked at Winnipeg
during a visit to Training
Command headquarters
in 1966. The 1966
season was the last year
that day-glo red paint
was used on the Red
Knight aircraft. (Bob
Munro)
The demands of a
schedule of over 100
appearances during
Canada's Centennial
Year required a more
resilient finish. The
solution was to switch to
more durable epoxy
paint. Red Knight T-33
21620 is shown here in
its new, brighter red
colour scheme. (DND
PCN 67-282)
This photo of T-33 21620
was taken shortly before
the aircraft was destroyed
in a crash on May 21st,
1968. The accident took
the life of Alternate Red
Knight John Reid. (DND
via Dave Curran)
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Silver Star 21630 (1964-68)
Preserved [s/o/s September 15 , 1971]
Location: No. 602 (Lynx) Wing AFAC,
Saskatoon, Sask, (1976 to Present)
th
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The 1964 air show season was about to begin when
structural flaws were found in Silver Star 21574. To
fill the need for a spare aircraft, Silver Star 21630 was
painted in Red Knight colours and modified for
aerobatic flight. This aircraft was used in Red Knight
aerobatic displays from 1964 to 1968 and was flown
by Tex Deagnon, Terry Hallett, Roger Cossette, Jake
Reilly, Jack Waters and Dave Curran. After the switch
to CT-114 Tutors was made, Silver Star 21630
remained in Red Knight colours. Its last public
appearance was September 13th, 1968 when S/L Jack
Waters led Dave Curran and Joe Houlden in their
Tutors on a symbolic fly-past over CFB Portage and
the city of Portage la Prairie. By October 1971 it had
been retired from service and was sent to Saskatoon
to be put on static display in front of City Hall on the
occasion of the RCAF Association’s national
convention. According to Ted Slocombe, “When the
RCAF Association held their national convention in
that city, in October, 1971, the red T-33 was towed
from Saskatoon airport to the City Hall. This was
done on a Sunday to avoid traffic problems. The
aircraft was then slung into position beside the
cenotaph, where it remained during the convention.

Red Knight T-33 21630
joined the team in 1964
after 21574 was found
to have structural flaws.
It is seen here during
a 1965 air-to-air photo
session with Tex
Deagnon at the controls.
(DND PCN-5593)
One of Canadair’s
contributions to the
Centennial celebrations
in Canada was to
produce the Golden
Centennaires program.
A photo session was
organized in Montreal
in early 1967 to acquire
images for that program.
In this spectacular
photograph, Red Knight
T-33 21630, flown by
Jack Waters, is seen
climbing to the heavens.
(Canadair via Bill Upton)
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Another air-to-air
photograph of Red Knight
T-33 21630 taken during
the Canadair photo
session in early 1967.
This picture captures the
contrast between the
brilliant red aircraft and
the luminous blue sky.
(Canadair via Bill Upton)
After the switch to Tutors
in 1968, Red Knight T-33
21630 eventually made
its way to Hangar 6 at the
Saskatoon Airport where
it was put in storage.
When the RCAF
Association held their
national convention in
that city, in October,
1971, 21630 was towed
to City Hall where it was
slung into position beside
the cenotaph. (Ted
Slocombe)

The following Sunday, the exercise was done in
reverse. Hangar No. 6 [at Saskatoon Airport] was
used as storage for excess CAF equipment, which
happened to included [Silver Star] 21630. It was
some time before the Department of National
Defence released it for disposal. As soon as [602

(Lynx) Wing of the Association] became aware it was
‘up for grabs’ we put in a bid and purchased it for
$500 plus the provincial sales tax of $25. All
equipment was removed, of course, including the
engines, and the proviso was [that] ‘the aircraft was to
be used for static display only’ – which is what we
wanted it for. The purchase was made by our Wing in
1976 and [the aircraft] stood in a garden area behind
our building for 10 years. We moved our building a
block south of where it was originally built in 1940
and a year later a Wing member, Al Myers, had a base
built on which we mounted “21630.” A dedication
ceremony was held. Among the guests in attendance
were John Reid’s parents. The aircraft, one of only
two surviving Red Knight T-Birds, continues to serve
as gate guardian for 602 (Lynx) Wing in Saskatoon.
_____________________________________________________________
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Red Knight T-33
remained at the
Saskatoon cenotaph
for the duration of the
RCAFA convention. The
following Sunday, the
aircraft was trucked back
to Hangar 6 were it
remained in storage for
the next five years.
(Ted Slocombe)

Members of the RCAFA’s 602 (Lynx) Wing kept a close eye on T-33 21630 while it was in storage at the airport in Saskatoon. When it became surplus,
they purchased 21630 to serve as a gate guardian for their club house. The aircraft is seen here just prior to the dedication ceremony at the Wing in 1987.
Among the guests in attendance were John Reid’s parents. The original mounting for T-33 21630 had the aircraft displayed on an angle which left the port tip
tank within reach of a person standing on the ground. The mount has since been altered and the aircraft is now portrayed in level flight and out of the reach
of mischievous hands. (Lucy Reid, Ted Slocombe)
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Tutor 26153 in the
colours of the Golden
Centennaires, location
unknown. At the time this
photograph was taken,
26153 had been
assigned to F/O J.M.
“Jim” McKay, the team’s
number two solo pilot –
call sign “Gold 8”. (DND
PCN 67-366)

Tutor 26153 (1968-69)
Preserved [s/o/s date unknown]
Location: Base Borden Military Museum,
CFB Borden, Ont, (2001 to Present)
7

Designed and manufactured by Canadair Limited of
Cartierville, Que, Tutor 26153 was released to the
RCAF on February 7th 1966. Upon arrival at RCAF
Stn Mountainview, Ont, four days later, the aircraft
was put in storage awaiting assignment within
Training Command. On June 10th, it was ferried to
RCAF Stn Portage la Prairie to begin training duties
at No. 2 Flying Training School (2 FTS). Shortly
before the aircraft arrived at Portage, the Golden
Centennaires
precision
formation
flying
demonstration team was formed. The Golden
Centennaires were the RCAF’s aerial salute to
Canada during the country’s Centennial year – 1967.
Tutor 26153 was one of the aircraft selected for the
nine aircraft team, whose spectacular and intricate
repertoire included over 20 precision formation
manoeuvres. On July 12th, Tutor 26153 was sent back
to Canadair to be modified for aerobatic displays.
The work was completed by August 26th and the
aircraft made it way back to Portage to begin workups with the Golden Centennaires. The aircraft was
assigned to S/L C.B. Lang, (Centennaires team leader
and a former Golden Hawk), and assigned the call
sign “Gold One.”8
The Golden Centennaires made over 100 appearances
between April 15th and October 27th 1967 – the first
and the last taking place at the Expo 67 site in
Montreal. Tutor 26153 logged a total of 531 flying
hours while it was with the Centennaires. To the
disappointment of many Canadians, the team was
disbanded on December 31st, 1967. Upon notification
of the team disbanding, the aircraft was returned to
Mountainview for indefinite storage, along with all
the other Golden Centennaires' Tutors.

When Silver Star 21620 was lost in John Reid’s fatal
accident, a decision was made to switch the Red
Knight’s aircraft to Canadair CL-41 Tutors. A number
of former Golden Centennaires Tutors, already
modified for aerobatic displays, were in storage CFB
Mountainview. Tutor 26153 was one of two aircraft
selected to be sent to Portage for refinishing in the
colours of the Red Knight. Tutor 26153 was primarily
used as the Red Knight’s spare aircraft in 1968 and
1969. It was normally flown by the Red Knight
commentators, Joe Houlden and Bob Cran. However,
Dave Curran did perform one Red Knight display in
this aircraft at Smiths Falls, Ont, on September 8th,
1968. Brian Alston also flew the aircraft, although an
actual performance has not been confirmed.
After the Red Knight program was cancelled in 1970,
26153 was painted white to match the other exGolden Centennaires Tutors and sent to the training
base in Moose Jaw. The aircraft was used by the 2
Canadian Forces Flying Training School Formation
Team, also known as the “Tutor Whites” for air shows
in 1970 and 1971. The Tutor Whites evolved into the
Snowbirds, and 26153 remained with the team until
the end of the 1976 season. At that point, an
inspection of the airframe revealed structural damage.
The aircraft was sent to CFB Borden, Ont, to be used
as a classroom instructional airframe.
After the Tutor was retired from active service with
the CAF, Tutor 26153 was refinished in the colours of
the Golden Centennaires and put on static display at
CFB Borden. An article about this restoration project,
titled “Golden Centennaires Tutor on Display,”
appeared in the fall 2001 issue of Airforce magazine.
Written by MWO Normand Marion of 16 Wing
Borden, the article ran as follows: “Television
cameras rolled and flashes popped as LGen Ray
Henault, then deputy chief of defence staff (DCDS),
and Col Jerry Gillis, commander of 16 Wing Borden,
unveiled a spectacular new addition to the Base

Red Knight Tutor 26153
parked in front of the
WWII era hangars at
Hamilton Civic Airport
in Mount Hope, Ont.
The picture appears to
have been taken on the
morning of Monday,
September 9th, 1968 –
the day after the
Canadian Aviation
Show & Exhibition was
held there. The brightly
colour helicopter in the
background is an
RCAF Piasecki/Vertol
H-21 “Flying Banana”.
(J. Turford &
R. Finlayson)
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The Red Knight
Commentator Joe
Houlden, flying Red
Knight Tutor 26153, with
Crew Chief John Hilts in
the passenger seat. This
air-to-air photo was taken
during a transit flight
between Red Knight
appearances in 1968.
(Dave Curran)

All ex-Golden
Centennaire aircraft had
corrosion issues and
could not be returned to a
bare metal finish. Former
Red Knight Tutor 26153
was painted in this white
paint scheme following
the cancellation of the
Red Knight program in
1970. The aircraft was
one of several white
Tutors that were at CFB
Moose Jaw when the
Snowbirds were formed in
1971. Tutor 26153
remained in these colours
until 1973. (Studio High
Techniques)
Former Red Knight Tutor
26153 in post-1972
Snowbird markings
during its time as an
instructional air frame.
Structural problems were
discovered in the aircraft
after the 1976 season,
so it was sent to Camp
Borden to be used as
a training aid for
CF technicians.
(John Corrigan)
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Borden Military Museum collection. The new artifact
is a CT-114 Tutor aircraft refurbished in the colours
of the 1967 Golden Centennaires aerobatic team. The
unveiling took place on March 30th 2001 at the Air
Force Annex of the museum where 16 Wing personnel
and air force enthusiasts gathered to celebrate the
77th anniversary of the RCAF. Even though the
restoration of the Tutor is the work of a handful of 16
Wing volunteers, most of the credit goes to MCpl John
Ferguson, an aircraft structures technician at
Borden’s Canadian Forces School of Aerospace
Technology and Engineering (CFSATE). After several
months of meticulous work, MCpl Ferguson was
understandably quite excited to witness the unveiling
of ‘his baby.’ ‘The hardest part of the job was to find
the colours of the original paint scheme and from
there, recreate the paint scheme as accurately as
possible,’ says MCpl Ferguson. According to the 16
Wing heritage officer, Maj Jean-Maurice Pigeon, the
idea for the project goes back a few years prior to the
RCAF 75th Anniversary. ‘The Canada Aviation
Museum in Ottawa offered us an original 1918 Avro
504K fighter to display in Borden during the year of
celebrations,’ says Maj Pigeon. ‘While researching
the history of that particular aircraft we discovered
that it had flown with the Golden Centennaires, the
1967 cross-Canada Centennial air show. Because we
already had an old Tutor that needed a paint job, the
idea of putting these two back together gained
momentum.

‘Since our own Tutor is also one of the original Golden
Centennaires, we decided to go back to the designer of
the original paint scheme, Nova Scotia aviation artist
Geoff Bennett for help in the restoration,’ says Maj
Pigeon. ‘Geoff Bennett was simply thrilled to help us,
and even donated a copy of his original drawings to the
Borden museum.’ Last April’s roll-out of the Golden
Centennaires Tutor is but a first step in the development
of Borden’s aircraft collection, albeit a significant one.
Once completed, 16 Wing’s Heritage Air Park initiative
will include both indoor and outdoor displays of
aircraft. It is a long-range project that will require
much fund-raising and many man-hours from
volunteers over several years. ‘But when completed,’
concludes 16 Wing commander, Col Jerry Gillis, ‘this
air park will serve as a reminder to all of the
tremendous sacrifices that our aviators and ground
support personnel have made on our behalf.’”9
Although it is true that 26153 was used by the Golden
Centennaires, there are several other ex-Centennaires
aircraft that still exists. However, 26153 is the only
remaining Red Knight Tutor and it would be
wonderful to see it refinished in that distinctive red
and white colour scheme at some point in the future.
_____________________________________________________________
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Although Tutor 26153 was used by S/L Lang it was not the only
aircraft he used that season.
The Aircraft of the Canadian Armed Forces - A Checklist of Current
Aircraft and Disposals, by Jeff Rankin-Lowe and Andrew Cline, pg. 45
Airforce magazine, fall 2001, pg. 60.

Tutor 26154 as it was
delivered to the RCAF
in its original marking.
By late 1966 the aircraft
had been selected for
use by the Golden
Centennaires air
demonstration team.
It is seen here during
a pre-season practice
session over Portage
la Prairie prior to the
installation of the smoke
generation system.
(DND RNC 1589-6)

Tutor 26154 (1968-69)
s/o/s October 17 , 1969
th
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Following immediately behind Tutor 26153 down the
assembly line at Canadair, this aircraft followed the
aforementioned trainer to RCAF Stn Mountainview
and then on to RCAF Stn Portage la Prairie as a
line aircraft at No. 2 FTS. Also an ex-Golden
Centennaires Tutor 26154 was the principal aircraft

used by Red Knight’s Dave Curran (1968) and Brian
Alston (1969). It was utilized for almost all of the Red
Knight aerobatic displays between August 2nd 1968
and July 13th 1969. The aircraft was destroyed in
Alston’s fatal crash on the evening of July 13th 1969
at CFB Moose Jaw.
_____________________________________________________________
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Tutor 26154, in Golden
Centennaire colours,
serves as the backdrop
for this GC team picture,
which taken at CFB
Comox prior to the start
of the 1967 air show
season. Former Red
Knight Bill Slaughter was
a member of the team.
He is pictured standing
second from the right.
(DND)
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Red Knight Tutor 26154
parked on the tarmac at
the Hamilton Civic Airport
on September 8th, 1968.
This photo appears to
have been taken Sunday
evening after the air
show had ended and
the crowds had gone
home. Dave Curran had
performed there earlier
that day as part of the
Canadian Aviation Show
& Exhibition. (J. Turford &
R. Finlayson)
Prior to the start of the
1969 air show season a
photo session was
organized at Canadair’s
facilities in Cartierville,
Que. Red Knight Brian
Alston is seen here at the
controls of Tutor 26154
during the air-to-air portion
of the shoot. Then, Red
Knight Brian Alston in Tutor
26154 makes a pass over
the former site of Expo 67
during the air-to-air portion
of a photo session at
Canadair in April of 1969.
(Canadair C-5003,
Canadair via Bill Upton)
Trailing smoke, Red Knight
Brian Alston makes a lowlevel pass in Tutor 26154.
In the background, in front
of the Canadair facilities
are two CL-215 Water
Bombers. Also visible at
the extreme right of the
picture is the other Red
Knight aircraft, Tutor
26153. (Canadair C-5015)
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While the Golden
Centennaires were in the
Bahamas, O.B. Philp
asked Alternate Red
Knight Rod Ellis to do
solo aerobatic displays
for tourists in Freeport.
Since there were no Red
Knight aircraft available,
Ellis used S/L Hubbard’s
T-33, S/N 21592, which
was painted in Golden
Centennaires colours to
perform his displays on
November 11th and 12th,
1967. (David Smart)

Silver Star 21273 (1988-90)
s/o/s Nov 10th, 197011
In 1988, Frank Sanders, Dennis Sanders and Rick
Brickett joined forces to create what they felt would
be an innovative air show act. They wanted to equip
an ex-military jet with the Sanders Smokewinder
smoke system. They felt the act would have great
appeal, especially for some of the smaller shows who
could not attract the jet teams to their venues. A
former RCAF Silver Star, (S/N 21273), was available,
so they pooled their resources, purchased the aircraft
and flew it back to Chino, Calif, for restoration and
modification. The group liked the bright-red paint and
_____________________________________________________________
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the name Red Knight, so they decided to “borrow”
the persona of the RCAF’s famous solo aerobatic
display. By February 1989 they were performing on
the North American air show circuit. There were three
appearances in Canada that year; July 22nd and 23rd in
Ottawa, August 11th, 12th and 13th at Abbottsford, BC,
and September 9th and 10th in Montreal. There was
also an appearance at Paine Field in Everett, Wash,
were Red Knights Bob Hallowell, Ray Goeres and
Dave Barker had performed in the early 1960s. The
act continued in 1990. However, tragedy struck on
May 4th 1990, when Silver Star 21273 disintegrated in
mid-air over Roswell, New Mexico, killing Frank
Sanders.
Red Knight Air Show’s T-33 21273 in its original colour scheme, which featured a black
anti-glare panel on the nose of the aircraft, similar to the one that appeared on the RCAF
Red Knight T-33s. (Ruth Sanders)

By the time the American Red
Knight came to Canada for
appearances in 1989, the
aircraft had been refinished in
a bold new "red all over" paint
scheme with more impressive
graphics. (Michael O'Leary
via Bill Upton)

The American Red Knight's T-33, S/N 21273, during an appearance at the Montreal International Air Show in St. Hubert,
Que, September 9th & 10th, 1989. Then, T-33 21273 performing at Montreal in September, 1989. This Richard Girouard
photograph shows the tip tank smoke generators, designed by Frank Sanders, in operation. Note that the starboard main
landing gear door is not fully closed. (Richard Girouard)

When Frank Sanders, Dennis
Sanders and Rick Brickett
pooled their resources in
1988 to purchase, restore
and modify T-33 Silver Star
21273, the modifications
included a fully modernized
front and rear cockpit. These
photos provide views of the
updated front and rear
cockpits. (Bill Upton)
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Silver Star 21098
(1990 to date of publication)
s/o/s November 10th, 197012
After Frank Sanders’ death, Rick Brickert decided to
continue with the Red Knight display. He purchased
another Canadair T-33 Silver Star, S/N 21098. This
aircraft was built at Canadair’s Cartierville, Que,

facilities in 1953. On May 4th, 1965, 21098 was on
the flight line at RCAF Stn Moose Jaw. At that time
the regular Red Knight T-33s were being refinished
in preparation for the upcoming air show season.
Alternate Red Knight Terry Hallett, needing a Silver
Star to practice his solo aerobatics routine, selected
21098 for a 30-minute session over the base.

American Red Knight
Chris Rounds performs
a manoeuvre with his
smoke generators on.
This Marc St. Pierre
photograph captures the
impressive contrast of
the bright red aircraft to
the blue and white sky.
(Marc St. Pierre)
Side view of T-33 21098
during an appearance at
the Dayton Air Show in
2005. (Len Wallace)
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In this impressive
photograph, T-33 21098
is captured moments
after it becomes
airborne. The face of
pilot Chris Rounds can
be seen through the
windscreen as the
aircraft’s landing
gear retracts.
(Marc St. Pierre)

The aircraft remained in the inventory of the RCAF
until it was “struck off strength” on November 10th,
1970. It made its way through the Crown Assets
Disposal to the United States in the early 1970s. After
he acquired 21098, Brickert had it painted in a similar
colour scheme to Sanders’ aircraft and continued
doing air shows. Sadly, Rick Brickert was killed at the
Reno Air Races in 1993 flying the Pond Racer.

The T-33 remained in Red Knight colours, but was
only used occasionally for personal flying by Rick’s
widow, Anne. It spent most of the next 10 years
stored in a hangar until the aircraft was sold to Chris
Rounds in 2003. Rounds returned the Red Knight
T-33 to the North American air show circuit in 2004.
He made appearances at the Canadian Aviation Expo
at Oshawa, Ont, in June 2004 and again in June 2005.
_____________________________________________________________
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Front view of T-33 21098
during an appearance
at the Dayton Air Show
in 2005. The smoke
generator is just visible
to the right of the tip
tank on the lower side
of the starboard wing.
(Len Wallace)
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Gate Guardian/
Static Display Aircraft
Tutor CF-LTW-X
Canadair prototype
Location: Southport Airport,
Portage la Prairie, Man, (1970 to Present)
Shortly after the Red Knight program cancellation,
one of the team’s former bases announced plans to pay
tribute to a fallen Knight. According to Gordon
Greavette, “As its own Manitoba Centennial project,
CFB Portage decided to construct a new park at the
entrance to the base. In the park, to the left of the
guardhouse, a Tutor, painted in the colours of the
Golden Centennaires, was placed on a pedestal. This
prototype Tutor aircraft (CF-LTW-X) was donated to
CFB Portage by its manufacturer, Canadair Limited of
Montreal. It was initially flown on January 13, 1960,
by Ian McTavish who, in addition to being a Canadair
test pilot, was also a member of the design team
responsible for the side-by-side cockpit layout.
Following the completion of a European sales tour,
and with 533 flights totaling 1,168 hours, the aircraft,
by then modified to the Tutor’s standards of 1970, was
retired.13 During the summer of 1970, it was
dismantled and flown to the base in a Hercules
transport aircraft. By the end of November 1970, it
had been reassembled, and mounted in the new park.
However, the park itself was not officially dedicated
until almost a year later, on October 7, 1971. On that
day, during a memorial dedication service, the new
Centennaires Park was commemorated to the memory
of F/Ls Tom Bebb and Dave Barker, both of whom
died while serving with the Golden Centennaires.
The park was also to serve as a memorial to the air
display team itself, the Golden Centennaires. During
the dedication ceremony, two Tutors did a fly-past in
memory of F/Ls Bebb and Barker, and seven more
Tutors completed a fly-past in memory of the Golden
Centennaires team.”14

_____________________________________________________________
13 Portage La Prairie, Fifty Years of Flying Training: 1940-1990,
Major G.E.I. Greavette, CD, Pg. 99
14 Ibid, Pg. 100

CFB Portage la Prairie
built a park at the
entrance to the Base
and placed Tutor 26000,
painted in the colours of
the Golden Centennaires,
on a pedestal there.
On October 7, 1971,
Centennaire Park was
commemorated to the
memory of F/L Tom Bebb
and F/L Dave Barker who
died while serving with
the Golden Centennaires.
In this photo Barker’s
family poses beneath
Tutor 26000 during a
subsequent visit to CFB
Portage. (David Barker Jr.)
Tutor 26000, as it
appeared in 1994, during
a visit by the author to the
former Canadian Force’s
Base in Portage la Prairie,
Man. (John Corrigan)
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During a 1994 crosscountry trip, former Red
Knight Bob Hallowell
stops to pose with 21100
at the RCAFA’s 441
(Huronia) Wing near
Barrie, Ont. (Bob and
Joyce Hallowell)

Silver Star 21100
s/o/s date unknown15
Location(s): No. 441 Wing AFAC, Barrie, Ont,
(1989-2009)
Base Borden Military Museum collection, Ont,
(2009 to Present)

Another view of 21100
on its pedestal at 441
(Huronia) Wing in Barrie,
Ont. In this photo RCAF
roundels are visible on
the lower wing surfaces
of the aircraft. This is not
accurate as roundels
were never applied to the
lower wing surfaces of
any of the Red Knight
aircraft. (John Corrigan)

After T-33 21100’s flying days were over it served as
an explosive ordnance aid at Camp Borden, near
Barrie, Ont. In this role, the aircraft was used to train
technicians in the proper technique for removing
canopies and ejection seats at crash sites. By the early
1980s, however, 21100 had outlived its usefulness as
a training aid and the aircraft was left to deteriorate in
a field adjacent to the CFB Borden rifle range. After
being declared surplus to inventory, the old T-Bird
received a reprieve from the scrap yard when it was
refurbished to display status by CFSATE technicians.
The aircraft was painted in the colours of the Red
Knight using paint donated by BASF Corporation,
who wanted to use the aircraft to test their product in
the Canadian environment.
Afterwards, 21100, now carrying the tail number
11441, was offered on long-term loan to the RCAF
Association Wing in Barrie. In 1989, the aircraft was
airlifted to 441 Wing by a military Chinook helicopter
and mounted on a pedestal next to their building to
serve as their gate guardian.

Constant exposure to the weather took its toll and the
aircraft had to be refurbished again in August 1992.
At that time, a plaque was attached to the pedestal by
technicians from Base Borden. It reads: “Erected in
gratitude to commemorate the valiant deeds of the
members of the Royal Canadian Air Force,
Commonwealth and Allied Air Forces, who, in times
of conflict, served to protect the freedoms we enjoy.
And to pay tribute to Air Command members of the
Canadian Forces who continue to serve their country
in protecting those freedoms that are our heritage. We
will remember them.”
The T-Bird received at least one other “spruce up” in
2008, when a team of volunteer aircraft structures
technicians from CFSATE repainted the aircraft.
Sadly, the Wing’s president, Gord Steane, died in
early 2008. With Wing membership dropping below
80, it was impossible for the group to keep up with
expenses. A painful decision had to be made and the
Wing put the building, their home since 1981, up for
sale. In a matter of a few weeks the property was
purchased by a car dealership. Their last order of
business was to arrange for the return of 21100 to
CFB Borden. A “middle-of-the-night” move was
organized using equipment from CFB Trenton. On
the weekend of February 21-22, 2009, the aircraft
was taken down from its pedestal beside Highway 90
and loaded onto a large flatbed truck. Police escorts
provided by the OPP and base military police ensured
a safe road trip. In order to be able to clear the
Nottawasaga River Bridge and other narrow points
along the road, the tail of the aircraft had to be
removed. The move was a team effort, involving
elements from Base Transport, Base Construction
Engineering, the Aircraft Maintenance Flight at 16
Wing Borden, and the Recovery and Salvage Support
team of the Aerospace and Telecommunications
Engineering Support Squadron located at 8 Wing
Trenton. Upon its return to Camp Borden, 21100
joined more than a dozen other aircraft in the Base
Borden Military Museum collection.”16
_____________________________________________________________
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16 MWO Normand Marion, www.airforce.forces.gc.ca, March 2009
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T-33 21373 mounted
on a pedestal at the
Langford’s Airport Centre
in Mississauga. Bill
Slaughter and Bryan
Alston’s mother were
in attendance at the
dedication ceremony,
which took place on
August 21st, 1989.
(John Corrigan)

Silver Star 21373
s/o/s October 18th, 198217
Location(s):
Landford Airport Centre, Mississauga, Ont,
(1989-98)
Sugar Bowl Park, Fort Erie, Ont,
(2001 to Present)
In 1988, at the request of the Landford Group, Ken
Elliot, general manager of International Vintage
Aircraft (IVA) began looking for a T-33 to restore in
the colours of the Red Knight. Seven towers were
planned for the Landford Airport Centre, a $150
million project, which was to be Canada’s first
commercial business facility and heliport. It featured
more than one million square feet of office and retail
space. A world-class luxury hotel and convention
facilities were also planned for the site. The theme
was to be “Canadian Aviation” and the Group wanted
a squadron of museum-quality vintage aircraft on
display in the centre’s hub. The Red Knight T-33
would be the first aircraft to be displayed.
Elliot eventually bought T-33 S/N 2137318 at an
auction and trucked it in pieces to the Civic Airport in
Hamilton, Ont. The aircraft, which was manufactured
by Canadair in 1954, was in very rough shape. It had
been used for target practice to allow air force
technicians to practice patching cannon and bullet
holes. The restoration took nine months with many
vital parts having to be obtained from vintage aircraft
collectors, airfields and salvage dealers. The aircraft
was mounted on a pedestal for display at the
Landford Airport Centre and Heliport, located south
of Toronto’s Pearson International Airport.

ceremonies. The plaque read “The Royal Canadian
Air Force Red Knight T-33. Between 1958 and 1969,
the RCAF Red Knight and her courageous pilots
demonstrated Canadian aviation skills and ingenuity
to the world. Built by Canadair in 1954 and retired by
the RCAF in 1988, Red Knight No. 21373 was lovingly
restored by International Vintage Aircraft of Hamilton,
Ontario under commission to the Landford Group.
This historic aircraft proudly symbolizes Landford’s
commitment to Canada’s aviation history and the
horizons beyond. Officially dedicated by Her Worship,
Mayor Hazel McCallion, city of Mississauga, August
21, 1989.” Among those on hand for the ceremonies
were Brian Alston’s mother, Bernice and then Col Bill
Slaughter, the 1964 Red Knight.
After more than nine years in that location, the
Landford T-33 was acquired by members of Air Force
Association of Canada’s 484 (Frontier) Wing on
November 28th, 1998. The aircraft, purchased for
$43,000, was removed from its mountings in
Mississauga and trucked to Fort Erie. Once again the
aircraft was described as being in “pretty rough
shape.” The project received a great deal of support
from local businesses, especially Beam Construction

The Canadian General
Aviation News article
describing International
Vintage Aircraft’s project to
restore T-33 21373 in the
markings of the RCAF’s
Red Knight. The Toronto
Star, Toronto Sun and
The Globe & Mail
newspapers all carried
stories about the
restoration project and
the mounting of the
aircraft at Langford’s
Airport Centre in
Mississauga. However,
contrary to reports by all
four publications, 21373
was not a former Red
Knight aircraft. (Canadian
General Aviation News
via International Vintage
Aircraft (IVA))

On August 21st, 1989, Glenn Christoff, and his brother,
Thomas, executive vice-president and president of the
Landford Group, presided over the unveiling
_____________________________________________________________
17 The Aircraft of the Canadian Armed Forces - A Checklist of Current
Aircraft and Disposals, by Jeff Rankin-Lowe and Andrew Cline, pg. 81
18 Articles about the project that appeared in the Globe & Mail, Toronto
Star and Canadian General Aviation News at the time all incorrectly
identified the aircraft as having been used by the Red Knight.
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Having purchased
T-33 21373 from the
Langford Group in 1998
for the sum of $40,000,
members of 484 Wing
gather to welcome the
aircraft as it arrives in
Fort Erie on a flat bed
truck. (Jan & Harvey
Thompson)
T-33 21373 having its old
paint power washed
away at the Beam
Construction facilities
in Fort Erie, Ont, in
preparation for refinishing
in the colours of the
Red Knight. (Jan &
Harvey Thompson)

Former Red Knight, Bill
Slaughter, addresses
those in attendance at
484 (Frontier) Wing’s
dedication ceremony for
T-33 21373 at the
Fort Erie Lion’s Club
Sugar Bowl Park on
Saturday, May 12th, 2001.
Then, T-33 21373 at
its new home in Sugar
Bowl Park at 400 Central
Avenue in Fort Erie, Ont.
Note that the tail number
in black is inaccurate.
(John Corrigan)
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Canadian Legion’s property on Garrison Road was
also rejected because of a lack of space. At that point,
the town of Fort Erie decided to convert a section of
Albany Street into a park to house the aircraft, but
that plan was scuttled when staff determined the park
would be too close to existing homes. For a time there
was talk of moving the aircraft to a location outside of
Fort Erie. Finally, after months of uncertainty, a
permanent home for the red T-Bird was found.

and Fleet Industries, where most of the restoration
work took place. About a dozen volunteers spent the
next 18 months restoring the aircraft to mint
condition. After thousands of “person” hours, the
Silver Star was, once again, refinished in the colours
of the Red Knight.
The original plans were to mount the aircraft on the
Niagara Parkway near Mather Arch and the Peace
Bridge. The aim was to have the aircraft mounted on
a pedestal in that location by Remembrance Day,
November 11th, 2000. Unfortunately, approval could
not be obtained from the Niagara Parks Commission.
A subsequent plan to mount the aircraft at the Royal

On Saturday April 7th, 2001, T-33 21373 was hoisted
by crane and mounted on a pedestal at the Lions Club
Sugar Bowl Park, on Central Avenue in Fort Erie –
not far from the Peace Bridge. A dedication ceremony
was held on May 12th, 2001 at 2 p.m. The dedication
plaque reads: “RCAF ‘Red Knight’ T-33 Jet Aircraft.
Built by Canadair in 1954, and retired by the RCAF
in 1968, Red Knight #21373 was purchased privately
from Mississauga, Ont, in Nov. of 1998 by RCAFA
484 (Frontier) Wing, Fort Erie, Ont, and lovingly
restored to its original condition by the ‘Members’
with the assistance of ‘Fleet Aerospace Corp’ and
‘Alfred Beam Excavating.’ This aircraft is proudly
dedicated to our Veterans, Military and the Aviation
Industry of Fort Erie. Officially dedicated by RCAFA
484 (Frontier) Wing, May 2001.” Among the
dignitaries on hand that day was BGen William “Bill”
Slaughter (Ret’d), the 1964 Red Knight.

Silver Star 21435
s/o/s date unknown19
Location: National Air Force Museum (NAFM),
CFB Trenton, Ont.
Silver Star 21435 was not a Red Knight aircraft. It
served with VU-33 Squadron on Vancouver Island.
By 1984, however, its flying days were over and
21435 had found its way to CFB Trenton where it was
spruced up, painted in the standard CF markings of
the day and put on static display at the Quinte
International Air Show (QIAS). When it came time
for the next QIAS, two years later, 21435 had been
refinished in the colours of the Red Knight. The
aircraft has been maintained in those colours ever
since, although constant exposure to elements has
resulted in at least one refinishing since then. A
reminder that Trenton was the birthplace of the Red
Knight, 21435 is currently on display in the Air Park
at the National Air Force Museum of Canada.

_____________________________________________________________
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T-33 21435 on static
display during the 1984
Quinte International Air
Show at CFB Trenton.
The former VU-33 aircraft
is painted in the standard
CF markings of that time.
(John Corrigan)

T-33 21435, painted in the
colours of the Red Knight,
on static display at the
Quinte International
Air Show. (Bill Upton)
T-33 21435 in its
present location in the
Air Park at the National A
ir Force Museum of
Canada in Trenton, Ont.
(John Corrigan)
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